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1 Tel.: +49 234 3226037; fax: +49 234 3214154.Conﬁgurational forces and couples acting on a dynamically evolving fracture process region as well as
their balance are studied with special emphasis to microstructure and dissipation. To be able to investi-
gate fracture process regions preceding cracks of mode I, II and III we choose as underlying continuum
model the polar and micropolar, respectively, continuum with dislocation motion on the microlevel.
As point of departure balance of macroforces, balance of couples and balance of microforces acting on dis-
locations are postulated. Taking into account results of the second law of thermodynamics the stress
power principle for dissipative processes is derived.
Applying this principle to a fracture process region evolving dynamically in the reference conﬁguration
with variable rotational and crystallographic structure, the conﬁgurational forces and couples are derived
generalizing the well-known Eshelby tensor. It is shown that the balance law of conﬁgurational forces
and couples reﬂects the structure of the postulated balance laws on macro- and microlevel: the balance
law of conﬁgurational forces and conﬁgurational couples are coupled by ﬁeld variable, while the balance
laws of conﬁgurational macro- and microforces are coupled only by the form of the free energy. They can
be decoupled by corresponding constitutive assumption.
Finally, it is shown that the second law of thermodynamics leads to the result that the generalized
Eshelby tensor for micropolar continua with dislocation motion consists of a non-dissipative part, deriv-
able from free and kinetic energy, and a dissipative part, derivable from a dissipation pseudo-potential.
 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The analysis of crack problems in elastic and elastic–plastic con-
tinua by application of local theories leads to a stress singularity at
the tip of the crack (Gurtin and Podio-Guidugli, 1996), while exper-
imental results show a ﬁnite fracture process region preceding the
evolving crack (Bertram and Kalthoff, 2003; Kalthoff, 2003). The
fracture process region is strongly depending on the material
behavior with dislocation motion in ductile materials and micro-
cracking in brittle materials. Eringen et al. (1977) were probably
the ﬁrst to show that by application of the non-local theory of elas-
ticity the solution of the stress distribution at the crack tip does not
exhibit a stress singularity proving herewith that at the tip of the
crack microforces are predominant.
In the numerical analysis of engineering structures it was ob-
served that ﬁnite element solutions based on local theories became
strongly mesh-dependent, when localization zones had to be ana-
lysed. To overcome these numerical difﬁculties, essentially twoll rights reserved.
: +49 234 3214154.
um.de, stumpf@ruhr-uni-bodifferent regularization techniques were proposed and numerically
applied:
(1) gradient enhancements in local theories of plasticity, e.g. in
yield function, isotropic and kinematic hardening rules,
respectively (Mühlhaus and Aifantis, 1991; de Borst, 2001;
de Borst and Mühlhaus, 1992; Abu Al-Rub et al., 2007);
(2) introduction of additional static and kinematic quantities by
using the Cosserat continuum model (Cosserat and Cosserat,
1909). The regularization effect comes here from the intro-
duction of additional dynamic and kinematic quantities,
namely two couple stresses and two micro-curvatures with
one independent microrotation besides the two displace-
ment components in the plane problem (de Borst, 1991; de
Borst and Sluys, 1991, for small strains and small rotations).
Since the 1990s weakly non-local and gradient, respectively,
theories of ﬁnite elastoplasticity were developed taking into
account the dislocation motion on the microlevel (Naghdi and
Srinivasa, 1993; Stumpf and Le, 1993; Le and Stumpf, 1996a,b;
Fleck and Hutchinson, 1997; Shizawa and Zbib, 1999; Baek and
Srinivasa, 2003; Gurtin and Anand, 2005, 2009).
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the application of gradient theories for the analysis of fracture
toughness and the evolution of cracks. They outlined that the near
tip stress distribution is signiﬁcantly depending on the mode of
loading and the class of strain gradient solids. They discuss and
compare two classes of strain gradient solids: ‘‘couple stress solids”
depending on strain gradients, which are derived from rotation
gradients, and ‘‘gradient solids”, when both stretch and rotation
gradients are incorporated in the constitutive response. The
authors point out that for mode I problems, in the couple stress so-
lid rotation gradients vanish to the lowest order, while the rotation
gradients are inescapable in the mode III problem. The mode III
near tip stress ﬁeld in elastic continua is investigated also in Zhang
et al. (1998) and Georgiadis (2003).
The basic kinematical variables of polar and micropolar, respec-
tively, elasticity are the displacement vector with three compo-
nents and a rotation tensor with three independent rotation
components. The group SO(3) of rotation tensors has no vector
space structure, what in the literature led to numerous different
propositions of strain measures and discussions about their objec-
tivity. Maugin (1998) studied the formal structure of non-dissipa-
tive polar elasticity with special attention to the construction of
canonical balance laws. By variational approach he derived the bal-
ance law of canonical momentumwith the elastic inhomogeneities
as source term.
Recently, Pietraszkiewicz and Eremeyev (2009) presented a re-
view of the representative literature in the ﬁeld of micropolar and
polar, respectively, elasticity. They considered three ways of deri-
vation of strain measures for ﬁnite strains and ﬁnite rotations
and discussed their objectivity.
In his classical paper ‘‘The force on an elastic singularity” Eshel-
by (1951) initiated and promoted especially during the last two
decades extended research efforts in the study of forces on evolv-
ing singularities and inhomogeneities termed ‘‘conﬁgurational” or
‘‘material forces”. Maugin characterized this branch of mechanics
as ‘‘Eshelbian mechanics”.
Stumpf and Le (1990) and Maugin and Trimarco (1992) devel-
oped the variational setting of Eshelbian mechanics with particular
application to brittle fracture. In a comprehensive treatment of
material inhomogeneities in elasticity Maugin presented in his
monograph (1993) the concept of material forces. Steinmann
(2000) applied this concept to hyperelastic fracture and formulated
the continuum mechanical setting. In Steinmann et al. (2001) the
corresponding computational setting is developed. In Denzer
et al. (2003) the accuracy of the material force method within a
modiﬁed boundary layer formulation is investigated and an
improvement to compute the vectorial J-integral in fracture
mechanics is proposed.
In Menzel et al. (2004) a comparison of two approaches to com-
pute material forces for inelastic materials with application to sin-
gular-slip crystal plasticity is given. In the second part of the paper
a classiﬁcation and applications are presented. Based on the
material force concept Larsson and Fagerström (2005) formulated
a theoretical and computational framework to analyse linear and
non-linear fracture behavior by separating the discontinuous
displacement from the continuous counterpart in line with the
eXtended ﬁnite element method (XFEM). Agiasoﬁtou and Kalpak-
ides (2006) investigate the concept of a balance law for a cracked
body and the conﬁgurational force and moment at the crack tip.
In the present paper we determine the conﬁgurational forces
and conﬁgurational couples acting on a dynamically evolving frac-
ture process region taking into account microstructures and dissi-
pation. To enable the analysis of process regions preceding cracks
of mode I, II and III we choose as continuum model a polar and
micropolar, respectively, continuum at ﬁnite strains and ﬁnite
rotations with dislocation motion on the microlevel. To obtain agenerally applicable result, the polar as well as the crystallographic
structure of the reference conﬁguration may be variable.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we con-
sider the kinematics of the continuum model with displacement
ﬁeld u and rotation tensor Q and their gradients on the macrolevel
and invertible tensor Fp and its gradient on the microlevel. In order
to be able to account for dissipation we do not apply a variational
approach. Instead we postulate in Section 3 force and couple bal-
ance laws: the standard balance law of macroforces, the balance
law of couples, and on the microlevel the balance law of microforc-
es acting on dislocations. The balance law of macroforces and the
balance law of couples are coupled by ﬁeld variables, while the bal-
ance law of microforces is uncoupled.
In order to discuss the structure of various special models of
material bodies it is necessary to establish the correspondence be-
tween the kinematic and dynamic structure. This is achieved by
formulating the principle of virtual power, which is compatible
with the postulated balance laws (Section 4). In Section 5 the gen-
eral form of the free energy on macro- and microlevel is assumed
as function of objective strain measures.
For a concise derivation and representation of the thermody-
namic continuum theory, we collect in Section 6 the strain mea-
sures in an ordered set and their power-conjugate stress
measures also in an ordered set. As result of the second law of ther-
modynamics, the stresses on macro- and microlevel consist of a
non-dissipative part, derivable from free and kinetic energy, and
a dissipative part, which has to satisfy the Clausius–Duhem
inequality. In Section 7 the stress power theorem for thermody-
namically admissible mechanical processes is derived. In Section
8 we determine the conﬁgurational forces and conﬁgurational cou-
ple acting on the evolving fracture process region R(t), which
moves smoothly in the reference conﬁguration. For the reference
conﬁguration we take into account a rotational structure and on
the microlevel a crystallographic structure. For the surface @R(t)
moving with the velocity u in the reference conﬁguration, only
the normal component of stresses is independent of the parame-
terization (Gurtin, 1995, 2000). This condition enables the determi-
nation of the general conﬁgurational surface stress tensor acting on
the fracture process region R(t).
In Section 9 we derive the balance law of conﬁgurational forces
and couples and in Section 10 it is shown that the conﬁgurational
surface stress and generalized Eshelby tensor, respectively, consist
of a non-dissipative part, derivable from free and kinetic energy,
and a dissipative part, derivable from a dissipation pseudo-poten-
tial. This is shown correspondingly for the conﬁgurational internal
body forces.
Finally, in Section 11, the structure of the conﬁgurational force
and couple balance law is discussed and special cases are derived
and investigated. It is pointed out that the conﬁgurational balance
law is directly derived from the postulated balance laws of macro-
forces, couples and microforces taking into account the second law
of thermodynamics and assuming the forms of free and kinetic en-
ergy. This is the reason, why the structure of the conﬁgurational
force and couple balance law reﬂects the structure of the postu-
lated balance laws: the balance laws of conﬁgurational macroforc-
es and couples are coupled. The balance laws of macro- and
microforces are coupled only by the form of the free energy and
can be decoupled by constitutive assumption.
Nomenclature: scalars are denoted by lightface letters (e.g. a,
a), vectors by lower case bold letters (e.g. v, b), second order ten-
sors by upper case bold letters (e.g. F, T) and third order tensors
by hollow fonts, (e.g. F, H). The tensor product a  b of two vectors
a and b is deﬁned by (a  b)u = (b  u)a for all vectors u. The inner
product of tensors of any order is denoted by dot, thus for vectors,
second order tensors and third order tensors we have u  v = uivi,
T  F = TijFij and H  U = HijkUijk, respectively. With Jp _Fp we denote
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tensor _Fp; Jp _Fp ¼ Jpijkl _Fpkl. Alternatively, we can write Jp : _Fp. Corre-
spondingly, T:rF denotes the double contraction of a second order
tensor with a third order tensor. With Hp..
.rrFp we denote a 3-con-
traction of a third order tensor with a fourth order tensor.
The symbol  denotes the cross-product for two vectors e.g.
a  b. The axial vector w = axW of the skew-symmetric tensor W
is deﬁned by the relation Wu =w  u for all vectors u. The image
of a vector under linear map (second or third order tensor) is writ-
ten as Tu = Tijuj and Hn = Hijknk, respectively.
Superscript ‘‘in” refers to inertia, p to plastic and subscript ‘‘nd”
to non-dissipative and ‘‘d” to dissipative.
2. Kinematics of material body with microstructures
Classical theories of continuum mechanics are based on the
assumption that each material particle within the material body
may be completely speciﬁed by its position X in a ﬁxed reference
conﬁguration B so that the motion of the body at the macrolevel
is described by the mapping
x ¼ xðX; tÞ; ð2:1Þ
where x denotes the position of the samematerial particle in the ac-
tual conﬁguration B(t) at actual time t. With this description of mo-
tion, the velocity and the deformation gradient of any particle in the
body are deﬁned in the standard manner
v ¼ _xðX; tÞ; F ¼ rxðX; tÞ ¼ @xðX; tÞ
@X
: ð2:2Þ
Here the superimposed dot stands for the material time derivative
and r denotes the gradient operator in the reference conﬁguration.
Various generalizations of the classical concept of material body
have been proposed in the literature (see e.g. Ericksen and Trues-
dell, 1957). In this paper, we shall consider the polar and micropo-
lar, respectively, model of the body in which each particle is
equipped with three vectors, called directors. In the reference con-
ﬁguration, the directors assigned to the material particle X are de-
noted by ta (X), a = 1, 2, 3. The micropolar model of the body is
characterized by the assumption that the directors ta (X) form an
orthonormal triad and that their motion is completely described
by the proper orthogonal tensor Q, that is
daðX; tÞ ¼ Q ðX; tÞtaðXÞ; a ¼ 1;2;3: ð2:3Þ
Then the director velocities and the director deformation gradients
are deﬁned by
wa ¼ _daðX; tÞ; Fa ¼ rdaðX; tÞ; a ¼ 1;2;3: ð2:4Þ
Since Q is a rotation tensor, its time derivative is given by
_Q ¼ XQ ; X ¼ _QQ T ¼ ax1x; ð2:5Þ
where x is the axial vector of the skew-symmetric tensor X. Now,
the director velocity vectors (2.4)1 are obtained in the form
wa ¼ Xda ¼ x da: ð2:6Þ
Moreover, the director deformation gradients (2.4)2 may be ex-
pressed as
Fa ¼ Kda þ QGa: ð2:7Þ
Here, Ga =rta are the gradients of the directors in the reference
conﬁguration of the body, and the third order tensor K is deﬁned by
K ¼ ðrQ ÞQ T : ð2:8Þ
This tensor provides the measure of the polar deformation of the
body. It is seen that the director velocity vectorswa and the director
deformation gradients Fa are not independent for a = 1, 2, 3, andthey are completely determined by the angular velocity vector x
and the deformation tensor K, respectively. The relevant relations
are presented in Appendix A.
In addition to the polar structure described by rigid triads, we
shall consider a microstructure of the body speciﬁed by linearly
independent vectors ei(X), i = 1, 2, 3, in the reference conﬁguration
of the body undergoing afﬁne deformation described by
ciðX; tÞ ¼ FpðX; tÞeiðXÞ; i ¼ 1;2;3: ð2:9Þ
Here Fp is a non-singular second order tensor and we assume that
detFp > 0 in order to preserve the orientation of the deformed triad.
The velocity tensor and the deformation gradient associated with
the tensor Fp are deﬁned as
VpðX; tÞ ¼ _FpðX; tÞ; FpðX; tÞ ¼ rFpðX; tÞ: ð2:10Þ
The physical interpretation of the microdeformation tensor Fp de-
pends on the intended application of the theory. In the context of
crystal plasticity, the triads ei(X) and ci(X, t) represent the averaged
or ‘‘smeared” lattice structure of the crystal in the reference and de-
formed conﬁguration of the body (see Naghdi and Srinivasa, 1993).
3. Balance laws of forces and couples on macro- and microlevel
In general, the macromotion (2.1), micropolar motion (2.3) and
micromotion (2.10) are independent of each other. Accordingly,
the classical balance laws of continuum mechanics do not sufﬁce
and they must be modiﬁed and enlarged by additional postulates.
Corresponding to the description of motion of the body on three
different scales, they must be speciﬁed by associated balance laws
of mechanical forces on the respective scales.
On the macrolevel the classical balance law of macroforces for
an arbitrary part P of the body has the formZ
@P
Tndaþ
Z
P
bdv ¼ d
dt
Z
P
pdv ; ð3:1Þ
where T is the ﬁrst Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor, Tn the stress vec-
tor at the boundary @P, b the external body macroforce vector, and p
is the macromomentum density vector.
The balance law of couples in general form can be given asZ
@P
ðx TnþMnÞdaþ
Z
P
ðx bþ cÞdv
¼ d
dt
Z
P
ðx pþmÞdv; ð3:2Þ
with M is the couple tensor, Mn the couple vector at the boundary
@P, c the couple vector, andm is the angular macromomentum den-
sity vector.
The balance law of microforces acting on dislocations is formu-
lated asZ
@P
Hpndaþ
Z
P
ðTp þ BpÞdv ¼ d
dt
Z
P
Pp dv ; ð3:3Þ
with Hp is the third order microstress tensor, Hpn the second order
microstress tensor at the boundary @P, Tp the intrinsic microstress
tensor, Bp the extrinsic microstress tensor and Pp is the micromo-
mentum density tensor.
While the macroforce balance (3.1) and the microforce balance
(3.3) are uncoupled, the balance law of macroforces (3.1) and the
couple balance law (3.2) are coupled. The consequence of this fact
for the conﬁgurational forces and couples will be seen in Section 9.
Under the usual regularity assumptions the local balance laws de-
rived from (3.1) and (3.2) read
DivTþ ðbþ binÞ ¼ 0; ð3:4Þ
DivM axðFTT  TFTÞ þ ðcþ cinÞ ¼ 0: ð3:5Þ
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from (3.3) is
DivHp  Tp þ ðBp þ BpinÞ ¼ 0: ð3:6Þ
Here the inertia forces and the inertia couple are deﬁned by
bin ¼  _p; c in ¼  _m; Bpin ¼  _Pp: ð3:7Þ
In (3.5) ax(FTT  TFT) denotes the axial vector of the skew-symmet-
ric tensor FTT  TFT.
If within the part P of the body there are surfaces of discontinu-
ity or non-differentiability the set of balance laws (3.4)–(3.6) must
be enlarged by corresponding jump conditions. The variational for-
mulation of non-linear fracture mechanics for hyperelastic con-
tinua with surfaces of discontinuity is investigated in Stumpf and
Le (1990).
4. Principle of virtual power
In order to discuss the structure of various special models of
material bodies it is necessary to establish the correspondence be-
tween the kinematic and the dynamic structure. This may be
achieved by formulating the principle of virtual power which is
compatible with the postulated balance laws. Thus, multiplying
the local balance laws (3.4)–(3.6) by the rates of the power-conju-
gate kinematical variables and integrating over P leads toZ
P
ððDivTþ bþ binÞ  v þ ðDivM axðFTT  TFTÞ þ cþ cinÞ xÞdv
þ
Z
P
ðDivHp  Tp þ Bp þ BpinÞ  Vpdv ¼ 0: ð4:1Þ
With the use of the divergence theorem and classical differential
identities, the integral identity (4.1) is transformed toZ
P
ðrþ rinÞdv ¼ Wexp: ð4:2Þ
Here the stress power on macro- and microlevel is given by
r  T  _Fþ 1
2
ðFTT  TFTÞ XþM  rxþ Tp  Vp þ Hp  rVp; ð4:3Þ
the stress power of inertia forces and inertia couples on macro- and
microlevel by
rin  ðbin  v þ cin xþ Bpin  VpÞ ¼ _p  v þ _m xþ _Pp  Vp;
ð4:4Þ
and the expended power by
Wexp ¼
Z
P
ðb  v þ c xþ Bp  VpÞdv þ
Z
@P
ðTn  v þMn x
þ Hpn  VpÞda: ð4:5Þ
From (4.3) it follows that the stress power consists of two main con-
tributions, the polar stress power (rotation gradients, Cosserat),
which may be written in two equivalent forms
rc  T  _Fþ 1
2
ðFTT  TFTÞ XþM  rx
¼ T  ð _FXFÞ þM  rx; ð4:6Þ
and the stress power of microforces acting on dislocations (gradient
plasticity)
rp  Tp  Vp þ Hp  rVp: ð4:7Þ
The polar stress power rc may be transformed furthermore to a for-
mulation in objective stress and strain measures,
rc ¼ T  ð _FXFÞ þM  rx ¼ S  _Eþ N  _K: ð4:8ÞHere the objective stress tensors S and N are deﬁned by the follow-
ing relations (see Appendix B)
S ¼ Q TT; N ¼ Q TM: ð4:9Þ
The corresponding power-conjugate strain measures consist of the
tensor E and the bending strain tensor K given by
E ¼ ðQ TF 1Þ; K ¼ axðQ TrQ Þ; ð4:10Þ
where K is the axial tensor of the third order tensor QTrQ (see
Appendix A). The rates of the strain tensors (4.10) are deﬁned by
their material time derivatives (see Appendix B).
For later use it is convenient to write the external mechanical
power as sum of the power of body forces and couples
WexpP ¼
Z
P
ðb  v þ c xþ Bp  VpÞdv; ð4:11Þ
and the power of contact forces and couples
Wexp@P ¼
Z
@P
ðTn  v þMn xþ Hpn  VpÞda: ð4:12Þ
For our considerations in Section 6 we have to express in (4.11) and
(4.12) those terms including the spin velocity x by corresponding
expressions using the director velocities _da according to (2.6) and
(2.4). Taking further into account that the angular velocity is given
by
x ¼ 1
2
da  _da ¼ 12da wa; ð4:13Þ
we can associate with the directors da, a = 1, 2, 3, the body forces ba
and the stress tensors Ta such that
c x ¼ 1
2
c  ðda waÞ ¼ 12 ðda waÞ  c ¼
1
2
ðc daÞ wa
¼ ba wa ð4:14Þ
and
Mn x ¼ 1
2
Mn  ðda waÞ ¼ 12 ðMn daÞ wa ¼ Tan wa: ð4:15Þ
According to Eq. (4.15) the power of couples at the boundary @ P can
be written as scalar product of the couple vector Mn with the spin
x or as the sum of the three scalar products of the couple vectors
Tan with their spins wa.
Introducing (4.14) and (4.15) into (4.11) and (4.12) yields the
expended power on P as
WexpP ¼
Z
P
ðb  _xþ ba wa þ Bp  VpÞdv ; ð4:16Þ
and on @P as
Wexp@P ¼
Z
@P
ðTn  _xþ Tan  _da þ Hpn  VpÞda; ð4:17Þ
where we used the deﬁnition of the macrovelocity v ¼ _x.
5. Kinetic energy
We assume that the inertia forces and couples on macro- and
microlevel according to (4.4) can be derived from a kinetic energy
potential j assumed in the form
jð _x;x; _FpÞ ¼ 1
2
q0ð _x  _xþ Jx xþ Jp _Fp  _FpÞ; ð5:1Þ
where J(X, t) is the rotational inertia tensor and Jp(X, t) a fourth
order microinertia tensor. Here the notation Jp _Fp means the image
of the second order tensor _Fp under the fourth order tensor Jp
considered as linear map of the space of second order tensors into
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dot symbol, i.e. Jp _Fp  Jp : _Fp.
The inertia tensors J(X, t) and Jp(X,t) have to satisfy speciﬁc
symmetry conditions in order to ensure that the kinetic energy
serves as potential. Such conditions are satisﬁed identically, if the
inertia tensors are symmetric and time-independent. We then
have
p ¼ @jð _x;x;
_FpÞ
@ _x
jx; _Fp ¼ q0 _x;
m ¼ @jð _x;x;
_FpÞ
@x
j _x; _Fp ¼ q0Jx;
Pp ¼ @jð _x;x;
_FpÞ
@ _Fp
j _x;x ¼ q0Jp _Fp:
ð5:2Þ
Introducing (5.2) into (4.4) yields the stress power of the inertia
forces as rate of the kinetic energyZ
P
rindv ¼
Z
P
ð _p  _xþ _m xþ _Pp  _FpÞdv ¼ d
dt
Z
P
jð _x;x; _FpÞdv :
ð5:3Þ
A more general theory of the kinetic energy is outlined in the
Appendix C, where no a priori assumptions are made concerning
the kinetic energy of microforces.
6. Thermodynamically admissible constitutive theory
Within purely mechanical theory the ﬁrst and second law of
thermodynamics reduce to the single lawZ
P
ddv 
Z
P
ððrin þ rÞ  ð _jþ _wÞÞdv P 0; ð6:1Þ
where d denotes the dissipation rate and w and j are the free en-
ergy and kinetic energy.
Taking into account (5.3) the integral form of the Clausius–Du-
hem inequality readsZ
P
ddv ¼
Z
P
ðr _wÞdv P 0: ð6:2Þ
It is the fundamental postulate of continuummechanics that the con-
stitutive equations for all classes of theories must be consistent with
the dissipation inequality (6.1). In turn, different classes of models
are characterized by the set of kinematical variables and the set of
work-conjugate dynamical variables. In order to have the possibility
of discussing different models of material bodies, we denote the
equivalent sets of kinematical variables by
e  ðF;Q ;rQ ;Fp;rFpÞ ¼ ðE;K;Fp;rFpÞ; ð6:3Þ
and the set of dynamical variables by
s  ðT;M;Tp;HpÞ ¼ ðS;N;Tp;HpÞ: ð6:4Þ
Naturally, different models can be determined by different sets
of e and s. Here, the free energy is assumed in the general form
w ¼ wðeÞ: ð6:5Þ
Following Le and Stumpf (1996a) and Makowski et al. (2006) the
stresses on macro- and microlevel consist of a non-dissipative part,
indicated by the subscript nd, and a dissipative part indicated by the
subscript d. The resulting thermodynamically admissible constitu-
tive equations take then the form
s ¼ sndðeÞ þ sdðe; _eÞ ¼ @ewðeÞ þ sdðe; _eÞ: ð6:6Þ
Thus, the non-dissipative stresses are derivable from the free en-
ergy potential (6.5), while the dissipative stresses have to satisfy
the Clausius–Duhem inequalityZ
P
ddv ¼
Z
P
sdðe; _eÞ  _edv P 0: ð6:7Þ
The general form of the constitutive law (6.6) is subject to the
restrictions resulting from the reduced dissipation inequality
(6.7), the principle of material frame indifference and the balance
of couples (3.2).
7. Stress power theorem for thermodynamically admissible
dissipative processes
In (6.2) we may write the stress power r as scalar product of the
two oriented power conjugate sets (6.3)2 and (6.4)2 as
r ¼ s  _e; ð7:1Þ
where the set s has to satisfy (6.6) and (6.7) as consequence of the
Clausius–Duhem inequality (6.2).
Introducing (6.6) and the dissipation rate d satisfying (6.7) into
(4.2) leads toZ
P
ð _wðeÞ þ _jð _x;x; _FpÞÞdv þ
Z
P
dðe; _eÞdv Wexp ¼ 0: ð7:2Þ
With (4.16) and (4.17) the power of the expended body forces and
couples and contact forces and couples can be written as
Wexp ¼
Z
P
ðb  _xþ ba  _da þ Bp  VpÞdv þ
Z
@P
ðTn  _xþ Tan  _da
þ Hpn  _FpÞda: ð7:3Þ
Eq. (7.2) with (7.3) is the power theorem for dissipative processes,
where the dissipation rate dðe; _eÞ has to satisfy the Clausius–Duhem
inequality (6.7).
8. Conﬁgurational forces and couples
To analyse the evolution of cracks of mode I, II and III in con-
tinua, we have to determine the conﬁgurational forces and couples
acting on the evolving fracture process region preceding the crack
evolution. The stress power theorem (7.2) with (7.3) was derived
for any part P  B of the body B, where P moves and deforms to-
gether with the body B. A fracture process region R(t) with the
boundary @R(t) evolves smoothly with time relative to the refer-
ence conﬁguration with the velocity u(X, t) of @R(t). Denoting with
n(X, t) the unit normal vector to @R(t), only the normal component
U = u  n is independent of the parameterization (Gurtin, 1995,
2000).
For any continuous and continuously differentiable vector or
tensor ﬁeldU(X, t) deﬁned over the reference conﬁguration the in-
duced velocity at points of the moving boundary @R(t) is given by
U ¼ _Uþ ðrUÞu; ð8:1Þ
where u is the velocity of @R(t). In particular, for the position vector
of the moving boundary surface @R(t) we have
X ¼ _Xþ ðrXÞu ¼ u; ð8:2Þ
because _X ¼ 0 and rX = 1. Correspondingly, we have for the direc-
tors ta at the boundary @R(t) of the reference conﬁguration
ta ¼ _ta þ ðrtaÞu ¼ ðrtaÞu; ð8:3Þ
because _ta ¼ 0 in the reference conﬁguration. Correspondingly, we
have for the directors ei of the crystallographic structure (2.9) at
the evolving boundary @R(t)
ei ¼ _ei þ ðreiÞu ¼ ðreiÞu; ð8:4Þ
with _ei ¼ 0 in the reference conﬁguration.
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is
x ¼ _xþ Fu; ð8:5Þ
the induced velocity ﬁeld of the micropolar directors is
da ¼ _da þ ðrdaÞu ð8:6Þ
and the induced ﬁeld of plastic deformation on the microlevel of
@R(t) is
Fp ¼ _Fp þrFpu: ð8:7Þ
If in the reference conﬁguration on macro- and/or microlevel there
are surfaces of non-continuity or non-differentiability correspond-
ing jump conditions have to be added to (8.1)–(8.7). This would lead
to a corresponding generalization of the Eshelby tensor deﬁned by
(8.13)–(8.16) and to a corresponding generalization of the conﬁgu-
rational force and couple balance law (9.9) with (9.10) and (9.11).
The stress power theorem for dissipative processes (7.2) with
(7.3) yields for the evolving fracture process region @R(t) with
(8.5)–(8.7)Z
RðtÞ
dðe; _eÞdv þ d
dt
Z
RðtÞ
ðwðeÞ þ jð _x;x; _FpÞÞdv

Z
RðtÞ
ðb  _xþ ba  _da þ Bp  VpÞdv 
Z
@RðtÞ
ðTn  ð _xþ FuÞ
þ Tan  ð _da þ ðrdaÞuÞ þ Hpn  ð _Fp þrFpuÞÞdaWconf ¼ 0: ð8:8Þ
The time derivative of the second integral expression of (8.8) with
time-dependent region R(t) can be obtained by applying the trans-
port theorem yielding
d
dt
Z
RðtÞ
ðwþ jÞdv ¼
Z
RðtÞ
ð _wþ _jÞdv þ
Z
@RðtÞ
ðwþ jÞn  uda: ð8:9Þ
Introducing (8.9) into (8.8) and taking into account that (7.2) with
(7.3) is valid for each time instant t, Eq. (8.8) leads toZ
@RðtÞ
ðwþ jÞn  uda
Z
@RðtÞ
ðTn  Fuþ Tan  ðrdaÞu
þ Hpn  rFpuÞdaWconf ¼ 0: ð8:10Þ
To determine the power of the conﬁgurational forces and couples
Wconf we introduce the following notations:C conﬁgurational surface stress tensor due to the
macroforcesCa conﬁgurational surface couple stress tensorsbCi conﬁgurational surface microstress tensorsWith these denotations and taking into account (8.3) and (8.4)
the conﬁgurational stress power can be given as
Wconf ¼
Z
@RðtÞ
ðCn  uþ Can  ðrtaÞuþ Cin  ðreiÞuÞda
¼
Z
@RðtÞ
ðCþ ðrtaÞTCa þ ðreiÞTCiÞn  uda: ð8:11Þ
Introducing (8.11) into (8.10) and using some transformations Eq.
(8.10) can be obtained asZ
@RðtÞ
ððwþ jÞ1 FTT ðrdaÞTTa  ðrFpÞTHp
 C ðrtaÞTCa  ðreiÞTCiÞn  uda ¼ 0: ð8:12Þ
Since only the normal component of the conﬁgurational surface
forces and couples on @R(t) are independent of the parameteriza-
tion, the integral law (8.12) leads for n  uP 0 to the local law of
conﬁgurational forces and couplesCþ ðrtaÞTCa þ ðreiÞTCi ¼ ðwþ jÞ1 FTT FTaTa  ðrFpÞTHp;
ð8:13Þ
where Fa =rda and Ta are the couple components associated with
the directors da.
We introduce the following denotations,
ðrtaÞTCa ¼ Cc; ðreiÞTCi ¼ Cp; ð8:14Þ
where (8.14)1 represents the pull-back of the conﬁgurational couple
stress tensors Ca by rta, taking into account variable directors ta in
the reference conﬁguration, and Cp is the pull-back of the conﬁgura-
tional microstress tensors Ci accounting for variable lattice struc-
ture ei of the crystal reference.
With (8.14) the left side of (8.13) is the general conﬁgurational
surface stress tensor acting on the dynamically evolving fracture
process region
Cgen ¼ Cþ Cc þ Cp; ð8:15Þ
deﬁned by
Cgen ¼ ðwþ jÞ1 FTT FTaTa  ðrFpÞTHp: ð8:16Þ
The right side of Eq. (8.16) represents the generalization of the
dynamical Eshelby tensor, deﬁned by the ﬁrst two terms of (8.16),
where the third term of (8.16) is the contribution due to the micro-
polar theory and the fourth term is the generalization due to the
dislocation motion on the microlevel. The left side of (8.16), deﬁned
by Eq. (8.15) with (8.14) takes into account the non-constant rota-
tional and the non-constant crystallographic structure of the refer-
ence conﬁguration.
In the generalized Eshelby tensor the conﬁgurational couple
stresses acting on the evolving fracture process region and referred
to the reference conﬁguration are expressed through the couple
stress components Ta and the director deformation gradients Fa.
Alternatively, this contribution of the micropolar theory FTaTa
may be expressed by the couple tensorM, appearing in the balance
law of couples (3.2), and the bending strain tensor K according to
(4.10)2. The correlation between the two alternative forms may
be written as
FTaTa ¼ KTMþU: ð8:17Þ
The tensor U can be determined by using the deﬁnition of Ta
according to (4.15) and the relation
Mn ¼ da  Tan: ð8:18Þ
With (8.17) the generalized Eshelby tensor (8.16) takes the alterna-
tive form
Cgen ¼ ðwþ jÞ1 FTT ðKTMþUÞ  ðrFpÞTHp: ð8:19Þ9. Balance law of conﬁgurational forces and couples
To derive the balance law of conﬁgurational forces and couples,
we apply the divergence operator to Eq. (8.19)
DivCgen ¼ rðwþ jÞ  DivðFTTþ ðKTMþUÞ þ ðrFpÞTHpÞ: ð9:1Þ
To calculate the divergence of the second order tensor compositions
of (9.1) we apply the formula valid for second order tensors A and B:
DivðATBÞ ¼ ATðDivBÞ þ B : rA; ð9:2Þ
yielding correspondingly
DivðFTTÞ ¼ FTðDivTÞ þ T : rF: ð9:3Þ
With the help of the same formula we have
DivðKTMþUÞ ¼ KTðDivMÞ þM : rKþ DivU: ð9:4Þ
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we have
DivððrFpÞTHpÞ ¼ ðrFpÞTðDivHpÞ þ Hp...rðrFpÞ: ð9:5Þ
Let us note that the result of the operationM:rK is a vector sinceM
is a second order tensor and rK is a third order tensor. In the same
manner, the result of the operation Hp..
.r(rFp) is a vector, since Hp is
a third order tensor and r(rFp) is a fourth order tensor.
Introducing (9.3)–(9.5) into (9.1) we obtain
DivCgen ¼ rðwþ jÞ  ðT : rFþM : rKþ Hp...rðrFpÞÞ
 ðFTðDivTÞ þ KTðDivMÞ þ ðrFpÞTðDivHpÞÞ  DivU:
ð9:6Þ
Moreover, by virtue of the balance law of macroforces (3.4) and the
balance law of microforces (3.6) we have
DivT ¼ ðbþ binÞ; DivHp ¼ Tp  ðBþ BinÞ: ð9:7Þ
Thus, the divergence of the macrostress tensor T and the micro-
stress tensor Hp may be eliminated from the expression (9.6) for
the generalized conﬁgurational stress Cgen. Moreover, from the bal-
ance law of couples (3.5) we have
DivM ¼ axðFTT  TFTÞ  ðcþ cinÞ; ð9:8Þ
so that the divergence of the couple tensor M may also be elimi-
nated from the expression for the divergence of the generalized
conﬁgurational surface stress tensor. With these results the general
balance law of conﬁgurational forces and couples can be written as
DivCgen þ tgen þ bgen ¼ 0; ð9:9Þ
with the conﬁgurational internal body forces and couples
tgen ¼ rðwþ jÞ þ T : rFþ KTaxðFTT  TFTÞ
þM : rK DivUþ ðrFpÞT : Tp þ Hp...rðrFpÞ; ð9:10Þ
and the conﬁgurational external body forces and couples
bgen ¼ FTðbþ binÞ  KTðcþ cinÞ  ðrFpÞTðBþ BinÞ: ð9:11Þ
In Stumpf et al. (2009) it is shown that the term B + Bin has to vanish
in the fracture process region preceding the crack evolution.
10. Non-dissipative and dissipative conﬁgurational forces and
couples
In Section 6 it was shown that as result of the second law of
thermodynamics the stresses, collected in the set s, consists of a
non-dissipative part, snd, derivable from the free energy potential
w = w(e), and a dissipative part, sd, which has to satisfy the Clau-
sius–Duhem inequality (6.7) and which can be derived from a dis-
sipation pseudo-potential u ¼ uðe; _eÞ (see Makowski et al., 2006).
Introducing (6.6) into (8.16) leads to the result that as consequence
of the second law of thermodynamics the general conﬁgurational
surface stress tensor Cgen consists of a non-dissipative part, Cgennd ,
derivable from the free energy w(e) and the kinetic energy j, and
a dissipative part Cgend derivable from a dissipation pseudo-poten-
tial uðe; _eÞ
Cgen ¼ Cgennd þ Cgend : ð10:1Þ
A split of the conﬁgurational internal body forces and couples into
non-dissipative and dissipative parts is obtained correspondingly
tgen ¼ tgennd þ tgend ; ð10:2Þ
while the conﬁgurational external body forces bgen deﬁned by (9.11)
remain unchanged.11. Structure of the balance laws of conﬁgurational forces and
couples and special cases
In the preceding sections it was shown that the balance law of
conﬁgurational forces and couples (9.9) with (9.10) and (9.11) is a
direct consequence of the balance law of macroforces (3.4), balance
law of couples (3.5) and balance law of microforces (3.6), where
the balance laws of macroforces and couples are coupled. On the
other side the balance laws of macroforces and microforces were
assumed to be uncoupled. The case, where there is a coupling be-
tween the balance laws of macro- and microforces is investigated
in Stumpf et al. (2009).
Since (9.9) with (9.10) and (9.11) is a direct consequence of 3.4,
3.5 and 3.6, we have to show that the conﬁgurational balance law
(9.9) reﬂects the structure of the postulates 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6.
According to the assumption (5.1) the kinetic energy consists of
the part jec on the macrolevel due to the polar motion and the part
jp due to the dislocation motion on microlevel
jð _x;x; _FpÞ ¼ jecð _x;xÞ þ jpð _FpÞ ð11:1Þ
with
jecð _x;xÞ ¼ 1
2
q0ð _x  _xþ Jx xÞ; jpð _FpÞ ¼
1
2
q0J
p _Fp  _Fp: ð11:2Þ
According to (6.5) with (6.3)2 the free energy for polar continua
with dislocation motion is a function
w ¼ wðE;K;Fp;rFpÞ: ð11:3Þ
Gurtin and Anand (2005) assumed the free energy of elastic con-
tinua with dislocation motion on the microlevel as
w ¼ wðFTF;Fp;rFpÞ ¼ weðFTFÞ þ wpðGÞ; G ¼ FpðCurlFpÞ; ð11:4Þ
wherewe is the classical free energy of elastic continua,wp is the free
energy of dislocations, and G is the Burgers tensor. Correspondingly,
we assume a decomposition of (11.3) into the free energy of the polar
motion, wec, and the free energy of the dislocation motion wp
wðE;K; Fp;rFpÞ ¼ wecðE;KÞ þ wpðGÞ: ð11:5Þ
With (8.15), (8.16), (11.1), (11.2) and (11.5) the conﬁgurational bal-
ance law (9.9) with (9.10) and (9.11) can be decomposed
DivCþ DivCc rðw ec þ jecÞ þ T : rFþM : rK
þ KTaxðFTT  TFTÞ  DivU FTðbþ binÞ  KTðcþ cinÞ ¼ 0
ð11:6Þ
and
DivCp rðwp þ jpÞ þ ðrFpÞT : Tp þ Hp : rrFp ¼ 0: ð11:7Þ
Eq. (11.6) is the balance law of conﬁgurational forces and couples
for polar continua and (11.7) is the balance law of conﬁgurational
forces for dislocation motion on the microlevel (see also Stumpf
et al., 2009).
As it is seen from the conﬁgurational balance law (11.6) the
conﬁgurational forces and couples are coupled. This is a direct con-
sequence of the coupling of macroforce balance (3.4) and couple
balance (3.5) for polar continua. Since we assumed no coupling be-
tween the macroforce balance law (3.4) and the microforce balance
(3.6) the balance law of conﬁgurational microforces (11.7) with the
constitutive assumptions (11.1) and (11.5) is uncoupled as well.
In order to reduce the balance law of conﬁgurational forces and
couples for polar continua (11.6) to the special case of ﬁnite elas-
ticity without rotational motion, the kinetic energy (11.2)1 yields
in this case
jeð _x;xÞ ¼ 1
2
q0 _x  _x ð11:8Þ
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weðEÞ ¼ weðQ TF 1Þ: ð11:9Þ
For elastic continua without rotational motion the rotation tensor Q
is not an independent variable and may be identiﬁed with the rota-
tion tensor R following from the polar decomposition of the defor-
mation gradient, F = RU, where U denotes the right stretch tensor.
Taking Q = R, the strain tensor E for the polar continua reduces to
the Biot strain tensor
E ¼ Q TF 1 ¼ RTRU 1 ¼ U 1: ð11:10Þ
Hence, the free energy (11.9) is obtained in the form
weðEÞ ¼ weðU 1Þ: ð11:11Þ
With (11.8) and (11.11) and neglecting the rotational and couple
stress contributions, respectively, the balance law (11.6) reduces ﬁ-
nally to
DivCrðweðFTFÞ þ jeð _xÞÞ þ T : rF FTðbþ binÞ ¼ 0: ð11:12Þ
Eq. (11.12) is the balance law of conﬁgurational forces for elastic
continua postulated by Gurtin (1995, 2000).
12. Conclusions
	 Conﬁgurational forces and couples acting on dynamically
evolving fracture process regions preceding cracks of mode I,
II and III are determined. As underlying material model the
micropolar continuum is chosen with dislocation motion on
the microlevel.
	 The constitutive model formulated in objective strain measures
satisﬁes the second law of thermodynamics.
	 The stress power theorem for dissipative processes is derived.
	 Its application to a dynamically evolving fracture process region
enables the derivation of the general conﬁgurational surface
stress tensor and generalized Eshelby tensor, respectively.
	 The balance law of conﬁgurational forces and couples is derived
taking into account variable rotational and crystallographic
structures of the reference conﬁguration.
	 The second law of thermodynamics leads to the result that the
generalized Eshelby tensor consists of a non-dissipative part,
derivable from free energy and kinetic energy, and a dissipative
part, derivable from a dissipation pseudo-potential. This is valid
also for the conﬁgurational internal body forces.
	 Since the balance law of conﬁgurational forces and couples is
derived directly from the balance laws of macro- and microforc-
es and couples and application of the second law of thermody-
namics, its structure reﬂects the structure of the postulated
balance laws.
	 Constitutive assumptions for kinetic and free energy enable the
separation of the conﬁgurational force and couple balance law
of the polar theory and the conﬁgurational microforce balance
of the dislocation theory.
	 Since in the polar theory the balance laws of macroforces and
couples are coupled, the balance laws of conﬁgurational forces
and couples are coupled as well.
	 If in the balance law of conﬁgurational forces and couples of the
polar theory the rotation tensor is not an independent variable
but given by the rotation tensor following from the polar
decomposition theorem, the balance law of conﬁgurational
forces for classical elastic continua is obtained, postulated by
Gurtin (1995, 2000).Appendix A. Kinematics of polar continua
It was shown in Section 2 that the rotational motion of the polar
continuum may be described by a rigid triad da = da(X, t), a = 1, 2,
3, subject to the kinematical conditions da  db = dab or, equiva-
lently, by the rotation tensor Q(X, t) given by (see Fig. 1)
Q ¼ da  ta; ðA:1Þ
where ta(X), a = 1, 2, 3, is the orthonormal triad of directors in the
reference conﬁguration of the body. Correspondingly, the rotational
velocities of the polar continuum is completely determined by three
director velocity vectors wa ¼ _da, equivalently, by the angular
velocity vector x ¼ axX ¼ axð _QQ TÞ. It was pointed out in Section 2
that the director velocity vectors wa are not independent of each
other and that they are uniquely determined by the angular velocity
vector x by the relations (2.6). These three relations can be solved
for x to give
x ¼ 1
2
da wa; ðA:2Þ
where the usual summation applies over the repeated indices.
Corresponding to the two equivalent descriptions of the rota-
tional motion of the polar continua, there are two possible sets
of measures of the local deformations, the director deformation
gradients Fa =rda, a = 1, 2, 3, and the gradient rQ of the rotation
tensor (see Section 2). Taking the gradient of the relations (2.3) we
have
Fa ¼ rda ¼ rðQtaÞ ¼ ðð@kQ Þta þ Q ð@ktaÞÞ  ik; ðA:3Þ
where @k()  @()/@Xk, k = 1, 2, 3, denote the partial derivatives with
respect to the reference Cartesian coordinates Xk, and ik are the cor-
responding base vectors (see Fig. 1). Taking further into account
that ta = QTda and denoting by
Ga ¼ rta ¼ ð@ktaÞ  ik ðA:4Þ
the gradients of the directors in the reference conﬁguration of the
body, the director gradients Fa deﬁned by (A.3) can be expressed as
Fa ¼ ðð@kQ ÞQ TdaÞ  ik þ Q ðð@ktaÞ  ikÞ ¼ Kda þ QGa; ðA:5Þ
where the third order tensor K is deﬁned by the relations
ðð@kQ ÞQ TdaÞ  ik ¼ Kda; ðA:6Þ
or, in the coordinate free notation, with K = (rQ)QT. As it was
pointed out in Section 2, this tensor provides the measure of the po-
lar deformation of the body. Moreover, solving the system of equa-
tions (A.5) the strain tensor K can be expressed in terms of the
director gradients Fa and Ga.
Appendix B. Stress power, strain and stress measures
Corresponding to the two possible descriptions of the kinemat-
ics of the polar continua, the balance law of macrocouples (3.2)
may be expressed in an equivalent form expressed in terms of
the corresponding force vectors ba and stress tensors Ta which
are associated with the directors da, a = 1, 2, 3. The equivalence
of the two descriptions follows from the stress power theorem
(4.2), where the respective expressions for the polar continua take
the form
rc  T  _Fþ 1
2
ðFTT  TFTÞ XþM  rx; ðB:1Þ
rcin  ðbin  v þ c in xÞ ¼ _p  v þ _m x; ðB:2Þ
Wexpc ¼
Z
P
ðb  v þ c xÞdv þ
Z
@P
ðTn  v þMn xÞda: ðB:3Þ
Fig. 1. Reference and deformed conﬁguration of polar continuum.
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tia forces and inertia couples and the expended power, respectively,
for polar continua. The equivalent form of the expressions (B.1)–
(B.3) follows from the relation (A.2) between the spin velocity x
and the director velocities _da. Using this relation, we associate with
the directors da, a = 1, 2, 3, the body forces ba and the stress tensors
Ta according to the general rules
ba wa ¼ ba  ðx daÞ ¼ ðda  baÞ x ¼ c x; ðB:4Þ
and
Tan  _da ¼ Tan  ðx daÞ ¼ ðda  TaÞn x ¼Mn x; ðB:5Þ
respectively. In the same way, the stress power of the inertia forces
and couples is
rin ¼ ðbin  v þ c in xÞ ¼ ðbin  v þ 1
2
cin  ðda waÞÞ: ðB:6Þ
Now the expended power (B.3) on any part P of the micropolar con-
tinuum may be written as
Wexpc ¼
Z
P
ðb  _xþ ba waÞdv þ
Z
@P
ðTn  _xþ Tan  _daÞda; ðB:7Þ
where we also used the deﬁnition of the macrovelocity v ¼ _x.
The polar stress power rc given by (B.1) may be transformed
furthermore to a formulation in objective stress and strain
measures,
rc ¼ T  ð _FXFÞ þM  rx ¼ S  _Eþ N  _K: ðB:8Þ
Here the objective stress tensors S and N are deﬁned by the
relations
S ¼ Q TT; N ¼ Q TM: ðB:9Þ
The corresponding power-conjugate strain measures are given by
E ¼ ðQ TF 1Þ; K ¼ axðQ TrQ Þ: ðB:10Þ
Let us note that K is the second order axial tensor of the third order
skew-symmetric tensor QTrQ. The rates of the strain tensors (B.10)
are deﬁned by their material time derivatives.
The strain measure for the polar continua consists of the two
tensors (B.10). The time derivative of the strain tensor E is obtained
in the form
_E ¼ d
dt
ðQTðF Q ÞÞ ¼ d
dt
ðQTF 1Þ ¼ QT _Fþ _QTF
¼ QTð _Fþ ð _QQTÞTFÞ ðB:11Þ
so that, taking into account the deﬁnition of the angular velocity
tensor, we have_E ¼ QTð _FþXTFÞ ¼ QTð _FXFÞ; ðB:12Þ
and the ﬁrst term in the stress power (B.8) yields
T  ð _FXFÞ ¼ T  ð _FXFÞ ¼ T  Q _E ¼ QTT  _E; ðB:13Þ
The gradient of the rotation tensor rQ = @kQ  ik, with the partial
derivatives @kQ = QKk. Here Kk are skew-symmetric tensors deﬁned
by
Kk ¼ QTð@kQ Þ ¼ ax1kk; ðB:14Þ
so that the axial vectors are deﬁned by
kk ¼ axKk ¼ axðQTð@kQ ÞÞ; k ¼ 1;2;3: ðB:15Þ
The time derivative of the axial vector is
_kk ¼ ax _Kk ¼ axð _QTð@kQ Þ þ QTð@k _Q ÞÞ: ðB:16Þ
Using the relations _Q ¼ XQ and _QT ¼ QTXT ¼ QTX we have
@k _Q ¼ ð@kXÞQ þXð@kQ Þ ðB:17Þ
so that
_kk ¼ axðQTð@kXÞQ Þ ¼ QTaxð@kXÞ: ðB:18Þ
On the other hand
_kk ¼ QTðaxð@kXÞ ¼ QTð@kðaxXÞÞ ¼ QTð@kxÞ ðB:19Þ
and
rx ¼ @kx ik ¼ Q ð _kk  ikÞ ¼ Q _K; ðB:20Þ
where the strain tensor is deﬁned by K = kk  ik, with
kk ¼ axKk ¼ axðQTð@kQ ÞÞ; k ¼ 1;2;3; ðB:21Þ
The second term in the expression of the stress power (B.8)
M  rx ¼M  Q _K ¼ Q TM  _K; ðB:22Þ
As a result, the stress power (B.1) is obtained as
rc ¼ T  ð _FXFÞ þM  rx ¼ QTT  _Eþ Q TM  _K
¼ S  _Eþ N  _K; ðB:23Þ
where the stress tensors S and N are deﬁned by (B.9).
Appendix C. Microstructural inertia and kinetic energy
In Section 5 we make some a priori assumptions concerning the
kinetic energy which implies that the linear momentum p and the
angular momentumm as well as the micromomentum Pp are given
by the formulae (5.2). In a more general approach there is no need
H. Stumpf et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 47 (2010) 2380–2389 2389for an assumption of this kind and a far more general theory may
be developed. The basic idea of such a more general theory is based
on the concept of the so-called kinetic constitutive equations,
which give p,m and Pp in terms of kinematic quantities associated
with macro- and micro-motion of the body. In the most general
case, the kinetic constitutive equations compatible with the bal-
ance laws (3.4)–(3.6) have the form
p ¼ p^ð _x;x; _FpÞ;
m ¼ m^ð _x;x; _FpÞ;
Pp ¼ bPpð _x;x; _FpÞ;
ðC:1Þ
where p^; m^ and bPp are constitutive functions which must be deter-
mined for each particular theory. In this general theory, the consti-
tutive equations (C.1) are not derivable from the kinetic energy; in
fact, the existence of the kinetic energy is not required in this the-
ory. The main point of such a theory is then to prove under which
assumptions on the response functions in the kinetic constitutive
equations (C.1) the existence of the kinetic energy
j ¼ j^ð _x;x; _FpÞ ðC:2Þ
can be proved. Then, by implication, the constitutive laws (C.1) take
the form
p ¼ p^ð _x;x; _FpÞ ¼ @j^ð _x;x;
_FpÞ
@ _x
;
m ¼ m^ð _x;x; _FpÞ ¼ @j^ð _x;x;
_FpÞ
@x
;
Pp ¼ bPpð _x;x; _FpÞ ¼ @j^ð _x;x; _FpÞ
@ _Fp
:
ðC:3Þ
The special case which ensures the existence of the kinetic energy
was considered in Section 5, which gives quasi-linear constitutive
equations for the momenta p, m and Pp.
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